Media Log 2011

November

Featured Media Hits

11/4/2011
WV Public Broadcasting Station – This Week In West Virginia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9T-S56LZhRs
Features 3 minute segment on SkyTruth focusing on Marcellus Shale Drilling

11/15/2011
Washington Post – Oil leak prompts Chevron to halt well-drilling off Brazil’s coast
Discusses SkyTruth’s analysis of Chevron’s oil spill with quotes

Street Insider – Chevron Shares Pare Gain Amid Rumor Brazilian Oil Spill May Be Much Larger than Expected
http://www.streetinsider.com/Rumors/Chevron+%28CVX%29+Shares+Pare+Gain+Amid+Rumor+Brazilian+Spill+May+Be+Much+Larger+Than+Expected/6952161.html
“Shares of Chevron (NYSE: CVX) have reversed earlier gains and are now down about 1 percent following a guest post from SkyTruth’s John Amos on Business Insider which suggests the spill off the coast of Brazil may be "10 times better than official estimates."

11/18/2011
New York Times – Brazil Officials Criticize Chevron Over Oil Spill
Mentions that SkyTruth’s spill estimate are greater than Chevron is saying

TV/Radio Broadcast

11/4/2011
WV Public Broadcasting Station – This Week In West Virginia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9T-S56LZhRs
Features 3 minute segment on SkyTruth focusing on Marcellus Shale Drilling
Podcast

11/23/2011
Endangered Species Coalition – SkyTruth: Athabasca Tar Sands Mining
http://org2.democracyinaction.org/o/6014/p/salsa/web/common/public/content?content_item_KEY=9539
Podcast on Alberta Tar Sands featuring John and Sara

Print News/Web Sites

11/5/2011
The Journal - Marcellus drilling can be eyed online
http://www.journal-news.net/page/content.detail/id/570223/Marcellus-drilling-can-be-eyed-online.html?nav=5006
Features a report from SkyTruth’s presentation to the Ecology Coalition of Morgan County

Frack Check WV - In the Age of Satellite Technology, it’s Harder to Hide Bad Drilling Practices
Mentions SkyTruth’s presentation to the Ecology Coalition of Morgan Co., and features links to both SkyTruth’s Alerts System and the WV PBS radio interview of 10/31

11/6/2011
Human Rights Examiner - Experts: More Gulf oil spilling than thought, Frack, drill citizen spies needed
Reprint of the Journal article of 11/5

11/9/2011
Features interview with John and Paul
Spirit of Jefferson – ‘Fracking Aired at Industry Meeting
http://www.spiritofjefferson.com/%E2%80%98fracking%E2%80%99-aired-at-industry-meeting/
Features quote from John Amos

11/11/11
The Downstream Project – Downstream to Partner With SkyTruth!
http://www.thedownstreamproject.org/?p=927
Features WV PBS clip and mentions SkyTruth’s upcoming work with Downstream Project

11/15/2011
Business Insider – Chevron’s Oil Spill Off Brazil Could Be 10 Times Bigger Than Official Estimates
Reposts SkyTruth’s blog of 11/15

Washington Post – Oil leak prompts Chevron to halt well-drilling off Brazil’s coast
Discusses SkyTruth’s analysis of Chevron’s oil spill with quotes

Hashonomy – Chevron Oil Spill off Brazil - 10 Times Bigger Than Official Estimate?
Links to SkyTruth’s blog of 11/15

Topsy – Chevron Oil Spill off Brazil - 10 Times Bigger Than Official Estimate?
Links to SkyTruth blog of 11/15

Examiner – BP Gulf deja vu: Chevron-Transocean Brazil spill 10 times worse than told
Discusses SkyTruth’s analysis of Chevron’s oil spill and SkyTruth’s history of uncovering the truth
“Time will tell whether Brazil’s oil disaster will include such smokescreens, but with Skytruth and Gulf lessons learned, Big Oil cover-ups are less likely to succeed.”

Street Insider – Chevron Shares Pare Gain Amid Rumor Brazilian Oil Spill May Be Much Larger than Expected
http://www.streetinsider.com/Rumors/Chevron+%28CVX%29+Shares+Pare+Gain+Amid+Rumor+Brazilian+Spill+May+Be+Much+Larger+Than+Expected/6952161.html
“Shares of Chevron (NYSE: CVX) have reversed earlier gains and are now down about 1 percent following a guest post from SkyTruth's John Amos on Business Insider which suggests the spill off the coast of Brazil may be "10 times better than official estimates."
11/16/2011
Oceana - New Web Tool Allows Free Public Tracking of Oil Spills
Features Press Release announcing that Oceana will now use SkyTruth’s Alert System on their site

11/17/2011
Associated Press – Brazilian Police investigate offshore spill
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5icVi-bDzjMQSLzUVpTXnICUP3GUg?docId=1516419232a447bb600f84721fa86e1
Features SkyTruth’s estimate of the oil spilled by Chevron:
SkyTruth, a nonprofit group that uses satellite imagery to detect environmental problems, said on its website that satellite images show the oil spill extended 918 square miles (2,379 square kilometers) and that the spill rate as of Tuesday was up to at least 3,738 barrels per day.

Miami Herald – Brazilian Police investigate offshore spill
Features Associated press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Newsday – Brazilian Police investigate offshore spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Price of Oil - Oil Spill off Rio Sets Chevron at the Center of Scandal
Features image by Skytruth as well as SkyTruth’s analysis of the size of the spill

Fuel Fix – Brazilian Police investigate offshore spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Ecowatch - Web Tool Allows Public Tracking of Oil Spills
http://ecowatch.org/a/195361
Features SkyTruth Alerts tool now used on Ecowatch’s website

Huffington Post - Chevron Oil Spill: Brazil Investigates Offshore Incident
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

BBC UK – Brazil police probe Rio de Janeiro Chevron oil spill
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-15783171
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate
Washington Post - Brazilian federal police investigate Chevron offshore oil spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Daily Press – Brazilian federal police investigate Chevron offshore oil spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

WBOC, Salisbury, MD – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Yahoo Green – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
http://green.yahoo.com/news/ap/20111117/ap_on_re_la_am_ca/Lt_brazil_oil_spill.html;_ylt=A0S0zn9deMVObBsAik2AV8cX
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

WTOL, Toledo, OH – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

WOI-TV, DesMoines, IA – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Sun Sentinel – Brazilian federal police investigate Chevron offshore oil spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

MSNBC – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/45339514
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Boston.com - Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Blue Ridge Now – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
http://www.blueridgenow.com/article/20111117/API/1111171111
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate
Salon – Brazilian Police Investigate Offshore Oil Spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Seattle Times – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/nationworld/2016788697_apltbraziloilspill.html
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

CBS News Online – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

BBC Online - Brazil police probe Rio de Janeiro Chevron oil spill
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-15783171
Mentions that SkyTruth’s spill estimate are greater than Chevron is saying

Tree Hugger – Chevron Oil Spill Off Brazil May Be 10 Times Larger Than Acknowledged
Features image by SkyTruth

11/18/2011
UPI.com Business News – Chevron's oil spill claims in Brazil eyed
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of the oil spill

AFP - Greenpeace protests Chevron's Brazil oil spill
http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5jn_FFNfYvHmBpLrKsLq5UZpb3WKg?docId=CN Ge4b061d7ef64be93b265dfd540fa0fbb.171
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of the oil spill

SF Gate – San Francisco Chronicle - Chevron hid scope of Brazil oil spill, group says
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2011/11/17/MNOO1M0O0T.DTL
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate

Tree Hugger - Brazil Police On Chevron's Case After Latest Oil Spill
Update on the story from 11/17 mentioning SkyTruth’s estimate of the size of the spill
AlterNet – Chevron under fire over size of Brazil oil spill
http://www.alternet.org/rss/breaking_news/734330/chevron_under_fire_over_size_of_brazil_oil_spill
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of Chevron’s oil spill

New York Times – Brazil Officials Criticize Chevron Over Oil Spill
Mentions that SkyTruth’s spill estimate are greater than Chevron is saying

CBC News - Chevron Brazil oil spill may be bigger than thought
Mentions that SkyTruth’s spill estimate are greater than Chevron is saying

GMA News – Chevron under fire over size of Brazil oil spill
Mentions that SkyTruth’s spill estimate are greater than Chevron is saying

11/20/2011
Digital Journal – Oil spill disaster in Brazil: This time Chevron is to blame
http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/314763
Mentions that SkyTruth’s spill estimate are greater than Chevron is saying and features image by SkyTruth

11/21/2011
La Mode Verte – Chevron Accepts Responsibility for Brazilian Oil Spill
Mentions that SkyTruth’s spill estimate are greater than Chevron is saying

11/23/2011
Monsters and Critics - Alarm call off Brazilian coast: Oil leak causes a stir
Mentions that SkyTruth’s spill estimate are greater than Chevron is saying

Before It’s News - Chevron Oil Spill Off Brazil - 10 Times Bigger Than Official Estimate?
Reposts SkyTruth’s Blog of 11/15
Ocean Power Magazine – New Web Tool Allows Free Public Tracking of Oil Spills
Reposting of Oceana’s news release announcing their use of SkyTruth’s Alerts System

11/30/2011
EcoAmericas Newsletter – Spill puts Brazil’s offshore oil program on the spot
Mentions SkyTruth’s role in the Chevron Oil Spill estimates

Blogs

11/3/2011
National Wildlife Federation - The Top-10 Myths Vs. Facts About Keystone XL
Features image by SkyTruth

11/15/2011
Washington Post
Features link to SkyTruth’s blog of 11/15

Hashonomy – Chevron Oil Spill off Brazil - 10 Times Bigger Than Official Estimate?
Links to SkyTruth’s blog of 11/15

Topsy – Chevron Oil Spill off Brazil - 10 Times Bigger Than Official Estimate?
Links to SkyTruth blog of 11/15

Newsvine – Chevron Oil Spill off Brazil - 10 Times Bigger Than Official Estimate?
Links to SkyTruth blog of 11/15

11/16/2011
Greenpeace – Drilling Through the Lies
Features image by SkyTruth and SkyTruth’s analysis of the Campos Basin oil spill
11/17/2011
Tijolaco – Globe repented and cut the PF case Chevron?
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of the Chevron oil spill

Sea Discover – Frade Spill a Wakeup Call for Deepwater O&G Exploration off Brazil
http://news.seadiscovery.com/?tag=/skytruth
Features images by SkyTruth

11/18/2011
DESMOG BLOG - Brazilian Officials Investigating Chevron Oil Spill Off Coast
http://www.desmogblog.com/brazilian-officials-investigating-chevron-oil-spill-coast
Features segment from the Washington Post mentioning SkyTruth’s analysis of the spill

11/29/2011
Ecopreneurist – Profit over Protection in Brazil?
Features image by SkyTruth

Washington Post – Brazil’s oil spill: Chevron ‘tried to make the accident less than it was’
Features quote from John and an image by SkyTruth

International Media

New Zealand

11/16/2011
Scoop NZ – Drilling Through the Lies
Discusses SkyTruth’s initial finding and subsequent analysis of the spill off the coast of Brazil

United Kingdom

11/16/2011
The Guardian – Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/feedarticle/9952729
Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate
**11/16/2011**

**Ultimo Segundo** - Vazamento na Bacia de Campos pode ser 10 vezes pior que o divulgado

http://ultimosegundo.ig.com.br/ciencia/meioambiente/vazamento-na-bacia-de-campos-pode-ser-10-vezes-pior-que-o-divulgado/n1597370805434.html

Features interview with SkyTruth regarding the size of Chevron’s oil spill off Brazil

**English translation:**

**Last Second** - Leak in the Campos Basin may be 10 times worse than reported


---

**11/17/2011**

**Oglobo Economia** – Mancha de óleo na Bacia de Campos aumentou, diz Marinha

http://oglobo.globo.com/economia/mancha-de-oleo-na-bacia-de-campos-aumentou-diz-marinha-3259776

Features interview with SkyTruth regarding the size of Chevron’s oil spill off Brazil

**English translation:**

**The Globe Economy** - Oil slick in the Campos Basin has increased, says Navy**


**Correction, Google Translation lists the amount incorrectly. Should be 3738 barrels, NOT 3 MILLION barrels.**

---

**Yahoo News, Singapore** - Brazilian police investigate offshore oil spill

http://sg.news.yahoo.com/brazilian-police-investigate-offshore-oil-spill-155334023.html;_ylt=A2KLJx6Yd8VO6lqAPyj;_ylu=X3oDMTQ4bGM3dmE5BG1pdANTZWN0aW9uTGlzdCBGUCBCdXNpbmVzY3JvdXR5cGFydCBOb3QgQW5kZXIgb3V0aW5nLgNhdGVkb25zaWduYXR1cmUgQ0FwaGxlLmNvbnRlbnQgQ29ycmVjdCBhbmQgb3V0aW5nLgNhdGVkb25zaWduYXR1cmUgQ29ycmVjdCBhbmQgcmVjcmVzcw;_ylg=X3oDMTFFbrazNyMW5yBGludGwDc2cEbGFuZWNIb1zZwRwc3RaWQoDBBzgNGhdANob21lNB0A3N1Y3Rpb25z;_vly=3

Features Associated Press story with SkyTruth’s spill estimate
11/18/2011
Oglobo Economia - Suspeita será investigada pela PF junto o inquérito sobre derramento de óleo no Rio
http://oglobo.globo.com/economia/chevron-suspeita-de-trabalhar-com-estrangeiros-ilegais-no-brasil-3266234
Features interview with SkyTruth regarding the size of Chevron’s oil spill off Brazil

English Translation:
The Globe Economy - Minc and denies Chevron says oil spill continues

OGlobo Economia - ‘Planos de contenção de acidentes são ineficientes
http://oglobo.globo.com/economia/planos-de-contencao-de-acidentes-sao-ineficientes-3264747
Features interview with SkyTruth

English Translation:
The Globe Economy - 'Plans are inefficient containment of accidents'

Brazil 247 – Cadeia para os chefões da Chevron no Brasil
Features interview with SkyTruth

English Translation:
Brazil 247 – Jail Bosses for Chevron in Brazil

11/20/2011
AFP - El derrame de petróleo en Brasil puede ser mayor de lo previsto inicialmente
http://ar.noticias.yahoo.com/derrame-petr%C3%B3leo-brasil-ser-previsto-inicialmente-123227376.html
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of the oil spill
**English Translation:**
The oil spill in Brazil may be higher than initially expected

**11/22/2011**
Globo – Satélite vai mostrar tamanho do vazamento de óleo no RJ, diz Minc
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of the oil spill

**English Translation:**
The Globe – Satellite will show the size of the oil spill in Rio de Janeiro, said Minc

**11/26/2011**
Lanacion – El derrame en Brasil abre una nueva discusión
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of the oil spill

**English Translation:**
The Nation – The spill in Brazil opens a new discussion

**International Business Times – Chevron Named One of the Most Toxic Energy Companies of 2011**
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of the oil spill
11/27/2011
CONTEÚDO LIVRE- O óleo subiu... and we did not see ea gente não viu
Discusses SkyTruth’s blogging, Tweeting and Facebooking about the spill and features an
Excellent quote:

John Amos, of SkyTruth in West Virginia, he gives a warning: "If everyone quickly forget the accident, because the
leak was not as great as that of Mexico, then it will be a tragedy. This is an opportunity to question the
management of exploration deep in risky areas. There will be a new accident. And you should be prepared for it."

English Translation:
Free Content - Oil Rose…. And We Did Not See It
%2F2011%2F11%2Fsuzana-singer-ombudsman_27.html

11/23/2011
Germany
Deutsche Welle World – Brazil fines Chevron for oil leak
http://www.dw-world.de/dw/article/0,,15551523,00.html
Mentions SkyTruth’s estimate of the oil spill